Release Note LS-860 v5.5.0.36

New Features

N/A

Issues Fixed & Modification

v5.5.0.36

- Fix “When scheduling recording is enabled, the Station encounters a failure in live streaming for a Kaltura live event. * This issue started occurring after the recent Kaltura update in May 2023.”
- Add an on/off switch for GUI notifications.
- Add an on/off switch for the GUI menu bar.
- Add a switch to enable/disable web session inactivity timeout.
- Add a switch to hide/show the playback (export) button on the GUI menu.
- Modify the behavior so that newly added themes are inserted at the end of the list.
- Enhance the Opencast upload function by adding advanced configuration options for flavor, workflow and series.
- Modify the functionality so that users logging in with a director account can now view the scheduled calendar list in the admin setting page.
- Fix “Reconnecting the HDMI source can result in individual source recordings in MP4 containing only audio without video data.”
- Fix “[Random] The system crashed after a certain period of time when a RTSP source was unavailable.”
- Fix “When the video input channel 4 was set with a wireless projection dongle, the Station erroneously switched to displaying the full screen of channel 3 instead of channel 4.”
- Fix “When video input was configured with a RTSP stream, the preview of cameraman page didn’t show when using IE.”

- Notice: During the firmware update progress, please always keep the power on to prevent permanent system unstable or damage.